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USPA NEWS - Everyone knows that the devil was expelled from the divine mercy. As narrated,the devil had come down in Iraq in the
vicinity of Basra, he was started by God's wrath and curse,where he pledged before God the Almighty that he will seduce the sons of
Adam and Eve and whisper to them.

God gave him grace of period until the Day of the appointed time,indicating that he has no power above the believers, but his power is
over those who take care of him and who are his believers. He the Almighty indicated that the intrigue of the devil is weak and never
stands in front of the Muslim and the strength of his insight.
Events which were witnessed in Iraq over the past years,proved that the descent of the devil in Iraq had a significant and direct impact
over the ruling political class, which came after 2003,and were evident that all of them are from the Satan dynasty. It is not possible to
doubt that the Iraqi politician and as a result of his corrupt ambitions and abnormal desires stemming from his satanic mind, 

Sees himself as always right and the Iraqi people on the vanity.
We are hereby talking about the Iraqi politicians, who are Satan's, without exceptions, including the Islamic, liberal, secular, socialist
and leftist, and everyone Sunni and Shiite, Kurdish, Turkmen and Christian, and anyone who entered and participated in the so-called
political process after 2003, which is called originally (the Satanic process) !!!
As the Iraqi present politicians are the dirtiest and most rotten strain of the strains of Satan and most genius in the satanic ideas in the
service of destruction of the Iraqi people, those have chosen to learn the methods of modern satanic judgment of their master the
Satan . 

They did not try to learn decent manners and national feelings that serve the nation and the people, because this latter option will make
them a class of human beings and of the sons of Adam and Eve, which in turn will deprive them of theft and corruption and forbidden
acts .Such characters and other moral and respectable acts are considered a shame and disgrace for the satanic devils. In order to
feel proud and pride they adopted the shortest sinuous routes of vice and meanness which represent the route of their master the
Satan.
 

As described by Prophet Mohammad,God pray upon him, that the throne of Satan is in the water and he sends out his brigades of
satans every day in order to intrigue slander among the sons of Adam and whispers to them to bring them into the Hell. This speech
hundred percent applies to the heads of blocs and political parties, who each one of them represents the Satan himself, but their
throne is not in the water, but in the burrows of the Green Zone taking at the same time bodies and corpses of the sons of people who
are being killed every day as a greater throne of them where the heads of the blocs send their small demons from other members, 

to rob the people and loot its wealth, in addition to creating discord among the sons of Iraq by spreading toxins through playing on the
sectarian cord and ethnic and religious differences and conflicts.
After the passage of disappointing thirteen years and from bad to worse, politically, economically and culturally, and out of these dirty
tactics of those devils.

Is their attempt to abandon the identity and geography and civilization of Iraq considering particularly that the plan drawn by these
demons in the destruction of Iraq was evident in the division of people into sects and camps conflicting with each other. After all of this
political tampering, we became now and until further notice, under the rule of devils who were able during this period to excel in the
criminality even over the original Satan .
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